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Overview 

• Presenting M51 & NGC891 at 151 MHz 

• CRE propagation in M51 

• Thermal absorption 

• Polarization in the M51 field



M51 in 2011



M51 in 2012



Last Year



M51 at 151 MHz



• Noise is found to be 
300-400 microJy/beam 
near galaxy. 

• Deepest image so far of 
any galaxy in low frequency 
regime. 

• Able to detect the disk out 
to 16 kpc.  

• Largest extent of M51 
detected in radio 
continuum.  

M51 at 151 MHz 



NGC891 at 146 MHz



• In M51 we observe a break 
in the radial profile at 
approximately 10 kpc.  

• The break becomes 
smoother with decreasing 
frequency. 

• Therefore, detecting the 
extreme outer disk becomes 
more difficult than 
envisioned. 

Radial profile of star formation rate

Radial profile of M51 at 1.4 
GHz & 151 MHz



Cosmic Ray Propagation in the 
star forming disk

• Diffusion model predicts a ratio of propagation length 
of 1/1.75 between 1.4 GHz and 151 MHz. 

• Streaming model predicts a ratio of propagation length 
of 1/3.04

Diffusion model Streaming instability model



• Scale lengths in the inner 
and outer disks are larger 
at 151 MHz than at 1.4 
GHz by a factor of 1.6+/- 
0.1. 

• Supports diffusion model. 

• Other methods support 
this finding (eg. Radio-IR 
cross correlation).

Scale lengths used Scale lengths found



Modelling CRE propagation in M51

• Modelling the CRE propagation in M51in 1-D (radial) 
using the following equation:

CRE Diffusion Escape TermEnergy Losses CRE Injection

• Input required: radial profile of SFR and B field strength



Diffusion Coefficient: 2.8*10^28 



Diffusion Coefficient: 7.5*10^28 



Future work include computing scale lengths, extending 
radius to 16kpc, investigating other galaxies etc   



• Integrated spectral index 
is found to be 
-0.81+/-0.02. 

• No sign of flattening 
down to 151 MHz.  

• This disagrees with 
findings from Pohl et al 
(1991).

Integrated spectrum of M51



Integrated Spectrum of NGC891

• Confirm spectral break 
for NGC891. 

• High frequency 
spectral index found to 
be approx -0.78. 

• Low frequency spectral 
index found to be 
approx -0.51.



• HII regions are seen to have spectral index less than -0.5 indicating 
thermal absorption. 

• NGC891 shows much more flatter spectra indicating that path length 
and therefore inclination of galaxy is important. 

• Indicates thermal absorption but disagrees with findings with Israel & 
Mahoney (1991).



Extragalactic polarized 
detections in M51 field 



• M51 was not detected in 
polarisation due to strong 
depolarisation. 

• Upper limit found to be 
0.5 mJy/beam 
corresponding to 
polarisation degree of 
0.006%.  

• We detected six extra 
galactic sources in a field 
of approximately 4.9 * 4.9 
degrees. 

• Number density is one 
polarized source per 2.8 
square degrees.



Conclusions

• Diffusion is found to be the most dominant process of CRE 
propagation in the star forming disk of M51. 

• Modelling of the CRE propagation indicates that the diffusion 
coefficient in M51 is approx 7.5*10^28 cm^2 s^-1. 

• Thermal absorption is seen in M51 & NGC891 and is greatest in HII 
regions.  

• Non detection of diffuse polarized emission from M51. 

• RM grids of nearby galaxies will be extremely difficult at these low 
frequencies due to the sparsity of polarized sources.



Future Work

LBA observations have being proposed for cycle 2 to 
further constrain the parameters of thermal absorption 
and CRE diffusion. 

More galaxies at a range of inclinations and SFR rates 
need to being observed,reduced and analysed by the 
MKSP, in order to support these findings. 

Theoretical modelling of the diffusion loss equation are 
being performed and compared to observations.


